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Secretory extracellular vesicles (EVs) are membrane-enclosed microparticles that mediate cell to cell communication in

proximity to, or distant from, the cell of origin. Extracellular vesicles mediate temporal and spatial interaction during many

events in sexual reproduction and supporting embryo-maternal dialogue. Molecular characterization of EVs isolated in

physiological and pathological conditions may increase our understanding of reproductive and obstetric diseases and

assist the search for potential non-invasive biomarkers. Moreover, a more precise vision of the cocktail of biomolecules

inside the EVs mediating communication between the embryo and mother could provide new insights to optimize the

therapeutic action and safety of EV use.
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1. Introduction

In mammals, the female reproductive trait, comprising ovaries, oviducts and uterus, plays a crucial role in the regulation of

early and late reproductive events and provides the optimal environment for embryonic development. Secretory

extracellular vesicles (EVs) are important for cell to cell communication, as they have a paracrine function being able to

diffuse over a relatively short distance and produce a local action. It has been largely demonstrated that EV-associated

activity is fundamental to reproductive success, mediating the fine-tuning of cellular cross-talk in the reproductive system,

promoting embryo implantation and assisting successful pregnancy . Especially in reproduction fields, many early

studies used low-specific EV isolation methods that often co-isolated other soluble molecules such as growth factors,

cytokines and metabolites, making difficult to attribute the activity specifically to EVs and not instead to low amount of

other highly active soluble mediators. Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are membrane bound organelles which can convey

information between cells through the transfer of functional protein and genetic information to alter phenotype and function

of recipient cells . Many recent reviews highlight the role of EVs in oogenesis, oocyte maturation and fertilization,

embryo-maternal cross talk in the oviduct and embryo implantation .

Figure 1. Overview of the main procedures used for the isolation, characterization and clinical use of extracellular vesicles

(EVs). (1) Extracellular vesicles are released by cells into the culture media or from tissue into the extracellular

environment. (2) Extracellular vesicles are separated or further purified to obtain a more homogeneous EV population

using a variety of methods. (3) Isolated EVs are physically characterized by: Scanning Electron Microscopes (SEM),

Transmission Electron Microscopes (TEM), Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). (4)
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Extracellular vesicles are molecularly characterized using several techniques. (5) Biomarkers can be obtained by

molecular profiling of isolated EVs from in vitro cell cultures or body fluids in pathologic condition and used as diagnostic

tools for several human and veterinary diseases. Isolated EVs can also be used as treatments in human and veterinary

medicine.

2. Extracellular Vesicles and Biogenesis

Membrane-enclosed microparticles were first isolated from biological materials such as animal platelet-free plasma ,

human seminal plasma  and from a variety of mammalian cell lines . The isolated vesicles were assumed to originate

from outward budding of plasma membranes. It was not until years later that a novel pathway involving active vesicle

secretion was described in reticulocytes and the term exosomes was used to define intracellular endosome vesicles

released by exocytosis . Although EVs have been isolated from all types of organisms including Archaea , Bacteria

and Eukarya , in animals they were classified into two main categories: exosomes and microvesicles depending on their

size and biogenesis. The smallest exosomes (ranging in size between 50 and 150 nm in diameter) originate from the

multivesicular endolytic compartment by the fusion of multivesicular endosome with the plasma membrane .

Microvesicles (ranging in size between 50 nm and 1,000 nm) are shed by an active outward budding mechanism

mediated by reorganization of the actin-myosin cytoskeleton .

3. Methods for EV Isolation and Characterization

Cells produce and release a heterogeneous spectrum of EVs differing in size and chemical and physical characteristics.

Many methods based on centrifugation, filtration, precipitation and affinity interaction have been used to isolate EVs .

The isolation of EVs from complex body fluids such as blood or follicular fluid often requires a combination of different

techniques such as differential centrifugation, density gradient centrifugation, filtration, affinity-based method precipitation

with polymers such as polyethylene glycol and size exclusion chromatography . Recently, a new type

of small (<50 nm), non-membranous nanoparticle named exomeres was separated from various secreted vesicles using

asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation technology and ultracentrifugation . Isolation efficiency is dependent on the

type of sample and the research purposes and procedures must be carefully standardized .

Each method present advantages and disadvantages and should be carefully chosen based on sample type, downstream

application and scientific question. Some indications are reported in the guidelines presented by international EV body,

ISEV  and summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of EV isolation techniques and main advantages (pros) and disadvantages (cons) for different

methods.

Method Principle Advantages Disadvantages

Differential
centrifugation

EVs isolation after different consequent
centrifugation steps (from 300g to

100,000 g): depletion of cells, platelets
and large apoptotic bodies by low-speed

centrifugation steps. Larger EVs are
pelleted at 10,000 20,000 g range.

Smaller EVs are then pelleted at high
speed (100,000 120,000 g).

Most used,
intermediated
recovery and

specificity

Time consuming and
extravesicular proteins

complexes/aggregates, lipoprotein
particles, and other contaminants

may also sediment

Density gradient
centrifugation

EVs isolation through density gradients
of sucrose or iohexol or iodixanol

High purity (EVs float
upward or move

downwards into an
overlaid density

gradient)

Applicable to small volume
(usually after differential

centrifugation), sucrose or iohexol
or iodixanol can influence
downstream application

Filtration EVs filtration with different molecular
weight cutoff

Recovery and purity
depend on the

consequent
centrifugation step

and the cutoff of
centrifugal filter

employ

Low specificity, EV populations
may adhere to the filter or filtering

may cause deformation and
breakup of large vesicles

Precipitation

EVs are precipitated with organic
solvent or in presence of different

chemical compound such as
polyethylene glycol (PEG), sodium

acetate or protamine

High recovery, fast
and easy

Low specificity Coprecipitation of
numerous non-EV contaminants
such as lipoproteins. Rigorous
assessment of contaminating

particle is recommended
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Method Principle Advantages Disadvantages

Size Exclusion
Chromatography

EVs are separated by their ability to
pass through a resin packed in a column

Well separated EVs
from protein

complexes biofluids
Not suitable for large volume

Affinity isolation
EVs bind specific antibodies against
exosome-specific surface proteins or

EV-binding molecules
High purity Low recovery, requires specific

antibody

Microfluidic
devices

Microfluidics-based on-chip EVs
isolation based on immunoaffinity,

membrane filtration, nanowire-based
traps, nano-sized deterministic lateral
displacement, viscoelastic flow and

acoustic isolation

high-throughput and
low processing time Not suitable for large volume

Nanoscale flow
cytometric sorting

Fluorescent labelled EVs are sorted
using flow cytometer

Very specific and high
purity Laborious and time consuming

All procedures include methods for evaluation of vesicle morphology, size distribution and concentration so that the

purified EVs can be correctly identified. A topographical EV view is obtained by direct imaging methods including scanning

(SEM),transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) that provide high resolution

imaging and a more precise evaluation of vesicular size . However, both techniques require laborious sample

preparation procedures that limit sample throughput. Methods based on measurement of the Brownian motion of

suspended particles include nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) and dynamic light scattering (DLS), or flow cytometry

(FC) and tunable resistive pulse sensing (TRPS) methods can be used to measure EV concentration in solution or for

determination of the EV size ranges when high-throughput information is desired. However, the detection of EVs becomes

difficult when large vesicles are present in dynamic light scattering methods . Noble et al. reviewed a comparison

between electron microscopy and optical methods for EV detection. Isolated vesicles are likely to be a combination of

microvesicles and exosomes varying in size . Thus, further biochemical characterization is needed to provide

information on EV composition. Extracellular vesicle preparation identity and purity must be evaluated by detecting the

presence of anchored protein localized at the external membrane such as transmembrane (CD63, CD81, CD82, CD47) or

GPI-anchored protein (CD73) and the absence of major constituent proteins of non EV structures that co-isolate with EVs

such as albumin (ALB) and apolipoproteins A1/2 and B (APO1/2, APOB). In addition, to evaluate EV integrity of lipid

bilayers the presence of cytosolic protein (ALIX, heat shock proteins HSPs) should be taken into consideration .

Subtype characterization can be obtained by detecting the presence of proteins associated to different intracellular

compartments. Extracellular vesicles subtypes separation from peripheral blood confirmed the specific isolation of

microvescicles using specific antibody targeting proteins, reflecting their biogenesis such as tubulin, actinin-4 or mitofilin

for microvesicles and tetraspanin antibodies (e.g., CD9, CD81) for exosomes .Protein markers for EV characterization

are detected using different technologies. Western blotting and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) are the

most commonly used method to evaluate the presence of EV associated markers. In general, both techniques require a

large sample volume and long processing. The limit of detection is similar for both methods, but ELISA can be easily

scaled up for higher-throughput measurements. In alternative, EV protein composition can be assessed by mass

spectrometry, that provides quantitative and comparative EV proteomic characterization, although requires significant

preparatory and processing time. Surface protein marker can be detected using other methods such as small particle flow

cytometry, surface plasma resonance. Methods for EV protein characterization were extensively reviewed by Shao et al.

.

Extracellular vesicles represent an important mode of intercellular communication by facilitating the horizontal cell to cell

transfer of lipids, proteins, RNA species and DNA fragments. However, the functionality and characterization of EV

molecular cargo is not always easy to interpret due to the presence of different isolate subtypes and the inability to further

separate and to stratify these into distinct sub-populations .
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